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better monitoring, better mixes!

utilizing a passive, mastering-grade signal path, the shadow hills industries oculus is a no-compromise, no-expense-
spared monitoring console. connect your studio monitors to the oculus, lean back in your chair, and let your mix's
hidden nuances reveal themselves. featuring five input sources, three stereo speaker outputs, and a subwoofer output,
the oculus has your i/o covered. the oculus also features two audiophile-quality headphone amplifiers and a console-
type talkback matrix. best of all, you can control your system right from the sweet spot by utilizing the oculus' intuitive
wireless remote pendant. better monitoring means better mixes - and the shadow hills industries oculus monitor
console can take you there!  shadow hills industries oculus monitor console at a glance: a passive, mastering-grade
signal path ensures audio integrity  extensive i/o and practical features for simplified monitoring adjustable speaker
trims deliver accurate sound between monitors wireless remote pendant keeps you in the sweet spot  a passive,
mastering-grade signal path ensures audio integrity active electronics can color your audio, interfering with your
ability to make accurate decisions while mixing. therefore, shadow hills industries designed the oculus to employ
mastering-grade, fully-discrete passive volume attenuators, in order to ensure that when your audio passes through the
oculus, it does so transparently, without coloration. at sweetwater, we understand that your monitoring chain is the
most important part of your studio. after all, if you can't hear it, you can't mix it! fortunately, the shadow hills
industries oculus will ensure that you hear every subtle nuance of your mix with the utmost clarity and precision.
extensive i/o and practical features for simplified monitoring the oculus is designed to be the central hub of your
studio. five selectable, fully-balanced input sources allow you to connect numerous sources to the oculus and to switch
between them for quick comparisons. three selectable stereo speaker outputs allow you to quickly ensure that your
mix will translate between multiple systems. there's also a dedicated subwoofer output with a trimmable level for each
speaker selection. adjustable speaker trims deliver accurate sound between monitors differences in volume can
influence our mixing decisions; after all, louder sounds better. to compensate for this, the oculus features adjustable
speaker trims for equalizing sound pressure levels between monitors.  wireless remote pendant keeps you in the



sweet spot the oculus includes an intuitive tactile interface that allows you to control your system wirelessly, ensuring
that you never have to leave your monitors' sweet spot. machined from a solid piece of aluminum, you'll love the
remote pendant's sleek and straightforward controls.  shadow hills industries oculus monitor console features: a
passive, mastering-grade signal path ensures purity and transparency  extensive i/o and practical features make for
simplified monitoring class a active buffer for connecting unbalanced sources adjustable speaker trims deliver equal
sound pressure levels between monitors wireless remote pendant keeps you in the sweet spot large vu meters let you
keep an eye on your levels two class a audiophile headphone amplifiers for pristine headphone listening console-type
talkback matrix for easy communication between engineer and artist cue-follow for switching between external cue
signals and the current input source selection  auto-cue automatically engages talkback when you stop recording  
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